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Abstract
Knowledge-based engineering and computational intelligence are expected to
become core technologies in the design and manufacturing for the next generation
of space exploration missions. The literature is contradictory on how we are to assess such systems. Studies indicate significant disagreement regarding the amount
of testing needed for system assessment. The sizes of standard black-box test
suites are impractically large since the black-box approach neglects the internal
structure of knowledge-based systems. On the contrary, practical results repeatedly indicate that only a few tests are needed to sample the range of behaviors of a
knowledge-based program.
In this paper, we model testing as a search process over the internal state space
of the knowledge-based system. When comparing different test suites, the test
suite that examines larger portion of the state space is considered more complete.
Our goal is to investigate the trade-off between the completeness criterion and
the size of test suites. The results of testing experiment on tens of thousands of
mutants of real-world knowledge based systems indicate that a very limited gain
in completeness can be achieved through prolonged testing. The use of simple (or
random) search strategies for testing appears to be as powerful as testing by more
thorough search algorithms.
Keywords: Software Testing, Knowledge-Based Systems, Software Reliability, Abductive Testing.

1 Introduction
The knowledge based (KB) software paradigm is becoming increasingly popular for
building scientific and industrial strength applications. For example, real-time expert
systems, embedded in process control applications, must plan and execute control sequences in response to external events within time constraints. The requirement that
a control system acts independently of human inputs is considered by NASA as being
central for a new generation of intelligent automated space explorers [17]. Applications of knowledge based systems in several engineering disciplines have been widely

reported. One of the basic reasons behind increased use of knowledge based systems
is the productivity advantage offered by computer-based decision making to a variety
of problem solving tasks.
How are we to assess such systems? Much has been written on syntactic verification techniques for checking if the system was built right. Such verification techniques
can detect (e.g.) circularities, contradictions, tautologies, etc. in rule-based systems
[38]. However, there is little consensus over methods for semantic validation [47];
i.e., answering the question whether the right system was built? There is no widely
adopted strategy for verification and validation of knowledge based systems. Developers test their systems with available test cases. These tests are highly informal, and
their outcomes provide nothing more than a ”warm and fuzzy feeling” about the quality
of the system under test. Several studies have been conducted with the goal of defining the methodology for the reliability assessment of real-time expert systems. Bastani
and Chen [4], and later Chen and Tsao [13, 12] noted that the reliability assessment
of artificial intelligence (AI) programs must consider not only possible faults in the
program text, but also faults due to intrinsic characteristics of AI programs. These
intrinsic characteristics include the fuzzy correctness criterion, and the faults inherent
in the reasoning algorithms utilized by the expert system. Reliability models must be
adapted to reflect these characteristics.
The same intrinsic characteristics are the reason why traditional software testing
techniques are not adequate for the assessment of knowledge based systems. Most
literature on testing knowledge based systems focuses on checking the completeness,
consistency and redundancy of the rule base [37]. Arvitzer, Ros and Veyuker [2] address the problem of how to select test cases to thoroughly test the rule base. In these
paper, we are interested in answering the following questions:



What is an adequate number of tests for a given knowledge based system, and



When to stop testing.

Informally, we consider testing to be a search process and a test suite is complete
when the search has examined all the interesting corners of the program space. It has
been noted that, typically, only a small part of the possible search space is ever exercised in practice [2]. The assumption is that this part of the search space is interesting
for testers, since most of the program runs will execute in it.
Lets assume, for a moment, that the interesting parts of search spaces in knowledgebased systems are not small. Even a cursory study of the mathematics shows then that
testing, fundamentally, must be a slow process. For example, a simple attribute model
would declare that a system containing  variables with  assignments (on average)
requires  tests. In sample of fielded expert systems, knowledge bases contained
between 55 and 510 literals [39]. Literals offer two assignments for each proposition:
true or false (i.e., 
and  is half the number of literals). Assuming (i) it takes one
minute to consider each test result (which is a gross under-estimate) and (ii) that the
effective working year is 225 six hour days, then a test of those sampled systems would
take between 29 years and  years, a time longer than the age of this universe. If,
instead of exhaustive testing, a statistical model of testing is used for assessment, as
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Figure 1: Chance of finding an error = !#"%$'&)(*+&),-#./!-#/ . Theoretically,
4603 tests are required to achieve a 99% chance of detecting moderately infrequent
bugs; i.e., those which occur at a frequency of 1 in a thousand cases. [24].
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Figure 2: Number of tests proposed by different authors. Extended from a survey by
[10].
depicted in Figure 1, then over 4,500 tests are required to find moderately infrequent
bugs.
However, most of the expert systems literature proposes evaluations based on very
few tests1 , as indicated in Figure 2. For example, Menzies defined a minimal test procedure requiring a mere 40 successful tests to check an expert controller for a complex
chemical plant (125 kilometers of highly inter-connected piping) [32]. Upon completion of testing, its performance (in terms of the correctness) is assessed via comparing
it with human operators. In this procedure, expert system and the human operators
took turns to run the plant. At the end of a statistically significant number of trials, the
mean performance was compared using a t-test2 . We were able to reject the hypothesis
1 Exception: [3] propose at least one test for every five rules and add that “having more test cases than
rules would be best”.
2 Let
and be the number of trials of expert system and the human experts respectively. Each trial
generates a performance score (time till unusual operations):
...
with mean
for the humans; and
performance scores
...
with mean
for the expert system. We need to find a value as follows:
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that the expert system performed worse than the human expert.
The core assumption in this paper is that testing samples a search space. Some
parts of the space contain desired goals and some parts contain undesirable behaviour.
This notion of “testing=search” covers numerous testing schemes:





Model-checking for temporal properties [14] can be reduced to search as follows. First, the model is expressed as the dependency graph between literals.
Secondly, the constraints are grounded and negated. The generation of counterexamples by model checkers then becomes a search for pathways from inputs to
undesirable outputs.



A test suite that satisfies the “all-uses” data-flow coverage criteria can generate
proof trees for portions of the search space that connect a literal from where it is
assigned to wherever it is used [22].



Partition testing, as defined by [24], is based on dividing the input space via a
reflection over the search space looking for key literals that fork the program’s
conclusions into  different partitions.
Multiple-worlds reasoners (described later in the paper) divide the accessible
areas of a search space into their consistent subsets.

Based on this insight of “testing=search”, the following conclusions can be inferred. Figure 1 is an accurate estimate of the number of tests if the search space inside
a KBS is very complex. However, the mathematics that generated Figure 1 has no
knowledge of the internal structure of a KBS. In the case where that internal structure
is very simple, then Figure 2 might be a more accurate estimate of the number of tests.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the average-case structural features of expert
system’s search spaces. We will argue that, usually, expert systems have a simple
internal structure, i.e., a KBS can be explored with a small number of tests. This
conclusion will be made after comparing the effectiveness of two basic testing (search)
strategies:




The “light testing” proposes small test suites based on the few variants of the
randomly selected inputs.
The “thorough testing” reflects on how all the different KB pathways can interact
and interfere with each other. Naturally, the corresponding tests suites are large
and must be carefully chosen.

Based on this insight, we will define HT0, a novel, general, “light testing” strategy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a more detailed
description of “light testing” and “thorough testing”. This is followed by a literature
review that indirectly supports the assumption that only a small fraction of the search
space is exercised by knowledge based systems, thus resulting in small search spaces.
Section 3 directly compares “light testing” with “thorough testing” using experiments

8aE 7bEdcZe , the `fEg8iha7jkclEd6Zm . We reject the hypothesis that expert system is worse than the
> ? 3k> C ) with 95% confidence if D is less than ( jonqpsrut vuw xyzE{j|4Z} 1~P ).

human (i.e.
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with HTx algorithms. HTx is a general testing framework for checking what percentage
of desired goals can be reached across a theory. An experiment is presented, based
on tens of thousands of mutants of real-world knowledge based systems. The results
indicate that a very limited gain in completeness (increased coverage of the search
space) can be achieved through prolonged testing. We conclude with a summary and
an overview of the directions for further work in Section 4.
Note one restriction to our discussion. This paper is only concerned with the number of tests required to detect faults. A second issue, not explored here, is the number
of tests required to localize and repair the detected faults. For KBS, this second issue
is explored in the model-based diagnosis literature [25].

2 Literature Survey
2.1 Studies with Inference Engines
This section reviews two studies suggesting the extra effort needed for “thorough testing” would be wasted since the larger test suite would yield little more information
than the smaller test suite.
Recall the informal description of the two testing strategies given in the Introduction. “Light testing” explores only a couple of randomly chosen paths while “thorough
testing” considers all inputs and their downstream interactions. These two approaches
to testing are represented by the following formal search strategies.





“Thorough testing” works like an ATMS device [19]. The ATMS takes the justification for every conclusion and includes it into an assumption network. At
anytime, the ATMS can report the key assumptions that drive the KB into very
different conclusions. Such a search, it was thought, was a useful way to explore
all the competing options within a search space.
“Light testing” is rather like a locally-guided best-first search across the internal
space of the KB. When a contradiction is detected, the tester (or the search engine) could look at the contradiction for hints on how to resolve that problem.
The tester (or the search engine) could then instantiate those hints and search on.

Note that, as results, the ATMS would find many options and the light searcher would
only ever find one.
Williams and Nayak compared the results of their locally-guided search to the
ATMS and found that this locally-guide contradiction resolution mechanism was comparable to the very best ATMS implementations. That is, the information gained from
the thorough exploration of all options was nearly equivalent to the information gained
from an exploration of a single option [45].
In related work, [16] compared TABLEAU, a depth-first search backtracking algorithm, to ISAMP, a randomized-search theorem prover (see Figure 3). ISAMP randomly assigns a value to one variable, then infers some consequences using unit propagation. Unit propagation is not a very thorough inference procedure: it only infers
those conclusions which can be found using a special linear-time case of resolution;
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Isamp(theory) {
for TRIES := 1 to MAX-TRIES {
set all variables to unassigned;
loop {
if all variables are valued return(current assignment);
v := random unvalued variable;
assign v a randomly chosen value;
unit__propagate();
if contradiction exit loop;
}
} return failure
}

Figure 3: The ISAMP randmoised-search theorem prover. [16].
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Figure 4: Average performance of TABLEAU vs ISAMP on 6 scheduling problems
(A..F) with different levels of constraints and bottlenecks. From [16].
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After unit propagation, if a contradiction was detected, ISAMP re-assigns all the variables and tries again (giving up after MAX-TRIES number of times). Otherwise,
ISAMP continues looping till all variables are assigned. Note that ISAMP is a “light
tester” while TABLEAU is a “thorough tester” since it explores options more systematically.
Figure 4 shows the relative performance of the two algorithms on a suite of scheduling problems based on real-world parameters. Surprisingly, ISAMP took less time
than TABLEAU to reach more scheduling solutions using, usually, just a small number of TRIES. That is, a couple of random explorations of the easily accessable parts
of a search space yielded better results. Crawford and Baker offer a speculation why
ISAMP was so successful: their systems contained mostly “dependent” variables which
are set by a small number of “control” variables.
In summary, if most systems have this feature, then “light testing” will suffice since
a few key tests are sufficient to set the control variables.
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Figure 5: An analysis of hundreds of modules in a software system. From [6]

2.2 Studies with Data Sets
This section discusses two studies with data sets showing that the effective attribute
space size of the data presented to an expert system is far less than the potential upper
bound of the attribute space size of the KB ( | ). This is consistent with the used
portions of search spaces being non-complex. Test suites grown beyond a small size
may yield no new information since the smaller test suite would have already explored
the most frequently used parts of the KB’s search space.
Avritzer et.al. studied the inputs given to an expert system for monitoring a part of
the AT&T network. Each row of a state matrix stored a unique test case presented to the
expert system (the combinations of literals in the given input generate one column in
the matrix). After examining system usage in operational conditions (355 days of input
data), they found only 857 different inputs. There were massive overlaps within this
input set. On average, the overlap between two randomly selected input trajectories
was 52.9%. Further, a simple analysis determined that 26 carefully selected inputs
covered 99% of trajectories covered by all the observed inputs, while 53 carefully
selected inputs covered 99.9% of the trajectories [2].
While Avritzer et.al. looked at the inputs at the system level, Colomb compared the
inputs presented to an expert system with its internal structure. Recalling the introduction, the internal state space of a KB can be very large:  states per  variables implies
| combinations. Colomb argues that the estimate of  is a gross over-inflation of
effective size of the internal search space the KB. He argues that KBs record the very
small regions of experience of human experts. For example, one medical expert system
s
studied by Colomb had the theoretical size of | . However, after one year’s
operation, the inputs to that expert system could be represented in a state matrix with
only 4000 rows. That is, the region of experience exercised after one year within the
expert system was only a tiny fraction of | (*  ) [15].
In summary, if most naturally occurring test suites can be condensed like the Avritzer
et.al. examples, then only a small number of tests will be sufficient. Further, if most
systems have the Colomb small regions of expertise, then “thorough testing” is not
required since “light testing” will exercise a KB’s region of expertise.
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Figure 6: An example phase transition effect for the map coloring problem (no two
adjacent countries on a map should use the same color). Adapted from [11].

2.3 Studies in Knowledge Engineering
One measure of the internal complexity of a program is: “how many separate execution
pathways exist within that program?”. Using this measure, we can say that some expert
systems are not complex at all. Bieman and Schultz [6] studied how many sets of inputs
are required to exercise all du-pathways in a system. A du-path is a link from where a
variable is defined to where it is used. The upper bound on the number of du-pathways
in a program is exponential on the number of program statements. The lower bound on
the du-pathways is 1; i.e. the tail of each path touches the head of another path.
As the du-paths shrink, it number of inputs required to reach part of the program
also shrinks. Figure 5 shows the number of du-pathways in a natural language understanding program. Note that, at least for this sytem, in the overwhelming majority of
their modules, very few inputs exercised all the du-pathways.
In summary, if most programs hold few du-pathways, then “light testing” will
quickly explore the whole system.

2.4 Studies With Constraint Satisfaction
The previous section showed that, in one example expert system, the search space was
remarkably small. This section makes a more general case: For KBS performing NPhard tasks, most of the search space can be explored fast.
Exploring a search space is like navigating between competing constraints. Numerous recent results from the constraint satisfaction literature strongly suggest that, in the
usual case, such a navigation process can be very fast.
[11] studied the runtimes of NP-hard algorithms. Figure 6 shows the typical performance. Note that outside of a narrow zone, the algorithm could terminate quickly
without extensive backtracking. The slow zone corresponds to the phase transition
between under-constrained and over-constrained problems:



In an over-constrained problem, the odds of successfully navigating to some part
of the a program is very low. Further, if the constraints are very tight, we can
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quickly discover that that part of the program is unreachable since all the search
options will be quickly blocked. Figure 6 is over-constrained above  .



In an under-constrained problem, the odds of successfully navigating to some
part of a program is very high since many solutions exist. Figure 6 is underconstrained below  .
In the phase-transition zone, navigation can be very slow since each backtrack
denotes finding a useless dead-end. The phase-transition zone must be avoided,
if possible, i.e. the program should be changed. Changing the problem due
to processing problems is an accepted strategy in other engineering fields. For
example, mechanical engineers change the weight of a structure if its natural
harmonic is close to any of the occurring environmental frequencies.

The phase-transition effect for NP-hard problems is a robust experimental result
that has been replicated by numerous researchers around the world (e.g. [42, 23, 41]).
Many KBS perform NP-hard tasks (e.g. diagnosis [9], planning). Testing underconstrained NP-hard KBS will quickly find the reachable program properties while
tests over over-constrained NP-hard KBS will quickly fail.
In summary, if most KBS perform NP-hard tasks, then a small number of randomly
chosen tests (i.e. “light testing”) will yield nearly as much information as a large number of considered tests (i.e. “thorough testing”).

2.5 Studies in the Software Engineering Literature
Our theme is that, on average, the search space within a KBS is far simpler than we
might have thought. What happens to this theme when a KBS is coupled with a procedural system? Such hybrid implementations are very common. For example, many expert systems need support from a procedural system to handle data entry and database
storage.
We argue that the addition of a procedural component to a KBS does not refute the
theme of this article. Numerous results in the software engineering literature suggest
that procedural systems share the “simple search space” property with KBS. When we
read the source code of a procedural program, we may conceive of complex pathways
that would be intricate to test. In practice, exploring these intricate pathways may not
be an effective test method. Fenton and Pfleeger [21] (p302) report that we should
not expect to reach all portions of the source code. In one study, even after trying
to explore the entire space of a program, average reachable “objects” (paths, linearly
independent paths, edges, statements) were only 40% at most. In another study, Horgan
and Mathur [28] recorded the reachable objects (basic blocks) within the AWK [1]
report generation language and the TEX [29] word processor. Elaborate test suites
exist for those systems (e.g. [29]) yet the average coverage of TEX and AWK objects
is very low, as shown in Figure 7.
In summary, parts of a procedural program may be unreachable and need not be
tested. Further, the reachable portions of a program may have very simple search
spaces. A control-flow diagram shows how one statement in a procedural program
can follow from another. Given  statements in a program, the upper bound on the
9
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Figure 7: Coverage of program objects, as reported in [28, p544]. “Block”= program
blocks. “Decision”= program conditionals. “P-use”= pathways between where a variable is assigned and where it is used in a conditional. “C-use”= pathways between
where a variable is assigned and where it is used, but not in a conditional.
number of edges in such a diagram is ¢¡ (i.e. every statement calls every other statement). However, in practice, the number of edges is usualy linear with respect to the
number of statements [27]. That is, the structure of procedural programs looks more
like simple single-parent trees than complex mazes.
If the structure of a procedural program is as simple as argued above, then a test
procedure should rapidly find the reachable errors. This is often the case. Horgan and
Mathur [28] observe that test suites for procedural programs often exhibit a saturation
effect; i.e. after the first items in a test suite find many errors, further testing reveals
few other errors. Saturation is consistent with simple search spaces; i.e. the reachable
parts of a program can be quickly covered.
In summary, if we can easily search the reachable portions of procedural programs,
as a consequence of the findings reported above, then “light testing” is sufficient to test
hybrid KBS/procedural systems.

3 Experiments with HTx
The previous section discussed research from other authors that indirectly suggests we
can search a KBS quickly. This section describes experiments dealing with the coverage of KBS search spaces. Based on the HTx abductive model of testing [33, 35],
a suite of mutators can generate any number of sample testing problems. Informally,
abduction is inference to the best explanation. More precisely, abduction makes assumptions A required to reach output goals £i"+ across a theory ¤ (¤¦¥§¨©£i"+ ),
ª ¬ ). Each consistent set of assumptions reprewithout causing a contradiction (¤5¥§«o
sents an explanation. If more than one explanation is found, some assessment criteria
is applied to select the preferred explanation(s).
Three HTx search algorithms are used in our study. These are HT4 [33], HT4dumb [36], and HT0 [31]. HTx algorithms were designed as automatic hypothesis
testers for under-specified theories and are a generalization and optimization of QMOD,
a validation tool for neuroendocrinological theories [20]. HTx and QMOD assume that
the definitive test for a theory is that it can reproduce (or P)®&\$ ) known behaviour of
the entity being modeled. Theory ¤¯ is a better theory than theory ¤ iff

P)®&$J#¤o,°±P)®&\$Jq¤ ¡ ,

¡

Below, we will show experiments where HTx is run millions of times over tens of
thousands of models. A small number of random searches (by HT0) covered nearly
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as much output as extensive searches by HT4. The results endorse the widespread
existence of simple search spaces.

3.1 An Informal Model of Testing
This subsection gives a quick overview of the intuitions of HTx. The next subsection
details these intuitions.
At runtime, an inference engine explores the search space of a program. A given
test applies some inputs ( ²³ ) to the program to reach some outputs ( £i"+ ). The inference engine may be indeterminate (make random choices, e.g. ISAMP) and so the
pathway taken from inputs to outputs may vary. Unlike imperative programs, knowledge based systems must be able to come to an output even if the knowledge, provided
by inputs ²³ or the state variables (these can also be considered as a part of ²³ ) is
incomplete. Hence, we call the intermediaries, corresponding to currently unknown
values, the assumptions ( § ). That is:

´ £i"%+Zµu§¶;·¸²³|µu¹º»,

where  is the inference engine and KB are the literals
follows:
¿

¼\ ½]¾

which we can divide as

À ZÁ Â Ã
À ÁZÂ - Ã
µuÄ)µu'µLPÂ µÅµÆ ÃPÀ µ³|µÁ µÉ
 ËÈ¯µÊ µÅ½
Ç

That is, from the inputs µuÄ)µu'µL , we can reach the outputs  ¯µÅµÅ½ via the assumptions
 µÅÆ{µÅ³|µL . Some of  ½ are positive goals that we are trying to achieve while some
are negative goals reflecting situations we are trying to avoid. In the general case, only
a subset of £i"+ will be reachable using some subset of the ²³|µu§ since:



The search space may not approve of connections between all of ²³ and £i"%+ .



Some of the assumptions may be contradictory. Multiple worlds of beliefs may
be generated when contradictory assumptions are sorted into their maximal consistent subsets.



In the case of randomized search, only parts of the search space may be explored.
For example, we could run ISAMP for a finite number of TRIES and return the
TRY with the maximum number of assignments to £i"+ .

Our testing intuition is that a test case beams a searchlight from ²³ across § to
Sometimes, the light reveals something interesting. We can stop testing when
our searchlight stops finding anything new. What will be shown below is that a few
quick flashes reveal as much as a more thorough poking around all the corners with the
flashlight.

£i"+ .
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3.2 HTx: Formal Models of Testing
This section describes the details of HTx. The next section describes an example.
We represent a theory as a directed cyclic graph ¤ÌÌÍk ÎµuÏÐ, containing vertices
¼)Î%ÑµÎÒµL¾ with roots $'')+Ó#Í, , and leaves #&)®&'Ó#Í, . A vertex is one of two types:




An And vertex can be believed if all its parents are believed.
An Or vertex can be believed if any its parents are believed or it has been labeled an ²³ vertex (see below). Each or-node contradicts zero or more other
or-nodes, denoted ³oJÎ%Ñ!,5Ô¼'ÎÒµÎ%Õµ¾ . The average size of the ³o sets is
called P)³Ö+s$'!³Ö+Ó#Í, . For propositional systems, P)³Ö+s$'!³Ö+Ó#Í,g× ; e.g.
³oJJ,zÌ¼'¸%¾ .

²³ and £i"+ are sets of vertices of type £i$ . A proof
the vertices "ÖÓ&'Ó#ØÙ,¼)Î%ÑµÎÒµ¾ .The proof tree has:


ØÙ¢ÚÍ

is a tree containing

Exactly one leaf which is an output; i.e.

Û


Û
#&)®&)Ó#"Ó\&'Ó#ØÙ,, z5Î%Ñ|Ü5#&)®&'Óq"ÖÓ\&)ÓØËÙ,Å,o2Î]ÑzÜ5£i"+

One or more roots, which are inputs,i.e., $)')+Ó#"Ó\&'Ó#ØÙ,Å,=ÚÝ²³ .

No two proof vertices can contradict each other; i.e.

Þ

µ ß ´ Î%ÑµÎÒ¶fÜ2"Ó\&'Ó#ØÙ,o5ÎJÒàÜ5
ª ³oJÎ%Ñ!,

A proof’s assumptions are the vertices that are not inputs or outputs; i.e.

JÓ)Ó"%Æ5&'ÓØËÙ,"ÖÓ\&)ÓØËÙ,|{$'')+Óq"ÖÓ\&)ÓØËÙ,,¸g#&)®&)Ó#"Ó\&'Ó#ØÙB,,
´ ²³  µu£i"+  ¶fµL ´ ²³  µu£i"+  ¶*¾ . We asA test suite consists of  pairs ¼
´
²³ Ñ µu£i"+ Ñ ¶ contains only or-vertices. Each output £i"+ Ñ can
sumed that each
be generated by zero or more proofs ¼\Ø Ù µuØËáµâ¾ . A world is a maximal consistent
subset of the proofs (maximal w.r.t. size and consistent w.r.t. the ³o sets) denoted
ã $''BÖÓä{Ñs,aå¼)ØËÙ]µÅØ á µL¾ . The relation from worlds ä to proofs Ø is many-tomany. The cover of a world is expressed by the number of outputs it contains; i.e.

çè

¼\ØËÙÜ ã $''BÖÓä{Ñ!,o5Î á Üé#&)®&'Ó#ØÙ,¾
Û Û
L)®&\$Jä Ñ ,±ææ
ææ
£i"+
æ
æ
We make no other comment on the nature of £i"+ Ñ . It may be some undesirable
K

state or some desired goal. In either case, the aim of our testing is to find the worlds
that cover the largest percentage of £i"+ .
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Figure 8: Two worlds for outputs (ellipses) from inputs (squares). Assumptions are
world vertices that are not inputs or outputs. Note that contradictory assumptions are
managed in separate worlds.

3.3 An Example
Figure 8 shows a hypothetical economics theory written in the QCM language [35].
All theory variables have three mutually exclusive states: up, down or steady; i.e.
³oJÎêZë ,*í¼)ÎêZë¯îZïÅð  µuÎêZë /!-#. êLîá¾ and P)³¯Ó+s$' ³Ö+ÓÍ,*« . These values model
the signÊLof
first derivative of these variables (i.e. the rate of change in each value).
ì the
ò
In QCM, x ñoñ y denotes that y being up or down could be explained by x being up or
ò
down, respectively. Also, x ó¯ó y denotes that y being up or down could be explained
by x being down or up respectively.
Referring to the economics theory shown in Figure 8, consider the case where
the inputs ²³ are (foreignSales=up, domesticSales=down) and the goals £i"+ are (investorConfidence=up, inflation=down, wageRestraint=up). There are six proofs that
connect ²³ to £i"+ (see Figure 9). These proofs comprise only or-nodes. They contain assumptions (variable assignments not found in ²³a¥2£i"+ ). Some of these proofs
make contradictory assumptions § ; e.g. corporateSpending=up in Ø¸ and corporateSpending=down in Ø . That is, we cannot believe in Ø¸ and Ø at the same time. If
¡
¡
we sort these proofs into the subsets which we can believe at one time, we get worlds
äg (Figure 8, middle) and ä ¡ (Figure 8, right). äg is a maximal consistent subset
of pathways that can be believed at the same time; i.e. ¼)Ø¸'µÅØôµuØËõB¾ . ä
¡ is another
maximal consistent subset: ¼)Ø µÅØöBµuØ¯µÅØõ'¾ . The cover of äg is 100% while the cover
¡
of ä
¡ is 67%.
Recall that HTx scores a theory by the maximum cover of the worlds it generates.
Hence, our economics theory gets full marks: 100%. Algorithm HT4 (and QMOD
before it) found errors in a published neuroendocrinological theory [43] when its maximum cover was found to be 42%. That is, after making every assumption needed to
explain as many of the goals as possible, only 42% of certain published observations
of human glucose regulation could be explained. Interestingly, these faults were found
using the data published to support those theories.
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÷ :
÷
÷ pV
÷ù
÷ y
÷ú

foreignSales=up, companyProfits=up ø , corporateSpending=up ø , investorConfidence=up
domesticSales=down, companyProfits=down ø , corporateSpending=down ø , wageRestraint=up
domesticSales=down, companyProfits=down ø , inflation=down
domesticSales=down, companyProfits=down ø , inflation=down, wagesRestraint=up
foreignSales=up, publicConfidence=up, inflation=down
foreignSales=up, publicConfidence=up, inflation=down, wageRestraint=up

Figure 9: Proofs connecting inputs to outputs. X û , and X û denote the assumptions and
the controversial assumptions, respectively.

3.4 HT4, HT4-dumb, HTx
The difference between the HTx algorithms is how they search for their worlds:




HT4 finds all proofs for all outputs, then generates all the worlds from these
proofs. Next, the worlds(s) with largest cover are returned.



HT4-dumb is a crippled version of HT4 that returns any world, chosen at random.
It was meant to be a straw-man system but its results were so promising (see
below) that it lead to the development of HT0.
HT0 is a randomized search engine that attempts to find a proof for each member
of £i"%+Ñ in less than MAX-TRIES trials. £i"%+ is explored in a random order
and, while generating the proof, if more than one option is found, one of these
is picked at random. If the proof for £i"%+ Ò is consistent with the proof found
´ ß, , it is kept. Otherwise, HT0 moves on to £i"%+Õ^ß ´
previously for £i"+Ñµ\q
ü
, and declares £i"+ Ò unsolvable. After each TRY, HT0 compares the “best”
world found in previous TRIES to the world found in the current try and discards
the one with the lower cover.

Our notion of “light testing” corresponds to HT0 since it uses a quick method to
study a program. “Thorough testing” is represented by HT4 since it explores more of
the program. For example, if “light testing” had stumbled randomly on ä
¡ of Figure 8,
and did not look any further to find ä  . Then we would have inappropriately declared
that the economics model could only explain 67% of the outputs. However, on average,
the cost of the extra searching provided by “thorough testing” may not be justified by
its benefits. The following studies, comparing HTx algorithms, support the case for
using “light testing”.

3.5 HT4 vs HT4-dumb
We compared HT4 and HT4-dumb using tens of thousands of theories. Starting with a
seed theory (fish growing in a fishery, see Figure 10), automatic mutators were built to
generate a wide range of related problems. The mutators used in this work are shown
in Figure 11. Each mutator took a known real-world problem and distorted it. The
mutators were designed so that the distortions were “stepped”; i.e.:
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--

++

++

boat
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catch
potential

Figure 10: The QCM fisheries model contains two
lation and change in boat numbers.



îý
îþ

variables: change in fish popu-

An application of a mutator generated a problem that was nearly like the original
problem;



A several subsequent applications of mutators generated problems that were very
different from the original problem.

When these problems were run with HT4 and HT4-dumb, the maximum difference
in the cover was 5.6%; i.e. very similar, see Figure 12. That is, in a large number
(1,512,000) of world generation experiments, (1) many different searches contain the
same goals, (2) there was little observed utility in using more than one world.

3.6 HT4 vs HT0
HT4-dumb was implemented as a back-end to HT4. HT4 would propose lots of worlds
and HT4-dumb would pick one at random. That is, HT4-dumb was at least as slow
as HT4. However, it worked so astonishingly well, that HT0 was developed. Real
world and artificially generated theories were used to test HT0, the ”fast”, randomized
search engine. A real-world theory of neuroendocrinology with 558 clauses containing
91 variables with 3 values each (273 literals) was copied X times. Next, Y% of the
variables in one copy were connected at random to variables in other copies. In this
way, theories between
30 and 20000 Prolog clauses were built using Y=40, average
/  óê ïuê /    ,  Ñ ê /ê. /  J . When executed with MAX-TRIES=50 the O(N¡ )

Ê'ÿ

Ê

/.

-#.Ê  /
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1.
2.
3.

Add influences between variables.
Corrupt the influence between two variables; e.g. flip proportionality ++ to
inverse proportionality -- or visa versa.
Experiment with different meanings of time within the system. In the explicit node (XNODE) interpretation of time, all
variables imply a link

 R%R   R : 
. In the implicit edge IEDGE interpretation
"$#
!
%  &!  # '(  R : 
of
time,
all
edges
also
imply
a link
;
)+*-,/.0.123254

4.

. XNODE and IEDGE are contrasted in Figure ??. Why
these two interpretations of time? These were randomly selected from a much
larger set of time interpretations studied by [44].
Force the algorithm to generate different numbers of worlds. Experiments
showed that the maximum number of worlds were generated when between a
fifth to three-fifths2 of the variables in the theory were unmeasured; i.e. 6 =20..60
X>= ? A = R = @BADCE= [F :#vsv and I JKI represents
where 687:9;<;
the number of variables
= GH= build L'M and NPO  sets with different 6 settings.
in the theory. The mutators

Values for L'M and NPO are collected using a mathematical simulation of the
fisheries.

Figure 11: Problem mutators used in the HT4 vs HT4-dumb study
curve of Figure 13 was generated. HT4 did not terminate for theories with more than
1000 clauses. Hence, we can only compare the cover of HT0 to HT4 for part of this
experiment. In the comparable region, HT0 found 98% of the outputs found by HT4.
In other experiments, the maximum cover for different values of MAX-TRIES was
explored. Surprisingly, the maximum cover found at MAX-TRIES=50 was identified
much earlier, when MAX-TRIES was as low as 6.
In summary, a small number of quick random searches (HT0) found nearly as much
of the interesting portions of the KB search space as a careful, slower, larger number
of searches (HT4).

4 Conclusion
On average, it appears that exploring a theory is not as complex as one might think. We
defined the testing of knowledge based systems as a search process and a test suite is
considered complete when the search achieves desired coverage. We have experimentally demonstrated that a few explorations of a search space yield as much information
as more thorough searches.
Philosophically, this must be true. Our impressions are that human resources are
limited and most explorations of theories are cost-bounded. Hence, many theories are
not explored rigorously. Yet, to a useful degree, this limited reasoning about our ideas
works. This can only be true if our theories yield their key insights early to our limited
tests. Otherwise, we doubt that the human intellectual process could have achieved so
much.
The implications of the observed search phenomenon for testing of knowledge
based systems are important. Simple random strategies for testing of knowledge based
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Figure 12: Comparing coverage of £i"+ seen in 1,512,000 runs of the HT4 (solid line)
or HT4-dumb (dashed line) algorithms with different percentages of unmeasured Q
variables. X-axis refers to how many edges of Figure 10 were corrupted (++,-flipped to --,++ respectively.)
systems appear to be as powerful as the more detailed (and much slower) testing strategies. While there still exists the trade-off between the achieved coverage and the size of
the test suite, the data collected from the experiments indicate that substantial coverage
may be achieved by test suites containing a surprisingly small number (few dozens) of
randomly chosen tests.
Our future plans include expanding the results of this study by estimating the reliability of knowledge based systems (see [30] for some preliminary results). It appears
that incorporation of coverage measures into the reliability estimation of knowledge
based systems may save significant resources (time and effort) in comparison with the
black box approach, for example. Admittedly, the naive interpretation of testing results
could lead to an overly optimistic reliability prediction. The results of this article refer to the average case behaviour of a test suite. In safety-critical situations, such an
average case analysis would be inappropriate due to the disastrous implications of the
non-average case.
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Figure 13: Runtimes HT4 (top left) vs HT0 (bottom). HT0 was observed to be £#¡\, .
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